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Abstract

The popularity of cloud computing makes developing Web services a trend. In this research, we propose our design of WSRush, a platform that can be used to simplify the development of Web service applications. The platform simplifies the development cycle of Web service applications. The WSRush platform consists of three layers: the core engine and service provider interface, the Web interface, and the Web service utilities. With the platform, developers can reuse or inherit from the provided software modules to prevent re-inventing the wheel. Two types of services: the script-based ones and the static ones are supported by WSRush. Furthermore, developers can even inherit from the core of WSRush and build their own platforms.
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1 Introduction

The emerging of cloud computing issues causes wide adoption of Web service technologies, which in turn has demonstrated high impacts on software development cycles. Protocols such as SOAP¹ and Restful² are widely used in Web service applications and they do help develop clear separations among functionalities, data models, and user interfaces. Furthermore, a Web service application is by nature platform independent. Despite of its elegance, Web service technologies are still considered difficult for inexperienced programmers. As a teacher offering programming courses, the researcher has tried several methods to make students understand the concept of Web service, however, only few of them can really get familiar with the technology and even fewer of them can utilize it in real world software projects. We believe that it will be beneficial to help students and inexperienced programmers get acquainted with them as soon as possible, considering the importance of Web service technologies. Therefore, the researchers built WSRush, a Web service ready application platform.

Why is it a challenge to get acquainted with the concept of Web service technologies? Perhaps a reason is there are just too many concepts to learn. During the development of Web service applications, usually, developers will face the following issues:

(1) Choose an appropriate protocol. Web service applications usually adopt the SOAP or the Restful protocol, but there are numerous related protocols to choose.

(2) Deal with the marshalling and unmarshalling of input/output data properly. XML and JSON are two frequently data formats adopted in Web service applications, however, developers must be familiar with a set of tools/technologies to cope with these data formats.

(3) Figure out a seamless way to integrate Web service technologies with their development environment. Web service technologies themselves are neutral to development environments, but developers will need adequate integration to reduce the difficulties of using Web service technologies in their projects.

But what are the core concepts of Service-Oriented-Architecture (SOA)? According to Endrei et al., “Service-oriented architecture presents an approach for building distributed systems that deliver application functionality as services to either end-user applications or other services.” [1] Therefore, the goal of the proposed platform is to help users focus on wrapping application functionality as services rather than dealing with the above issues. Of course, there are already tools such as NetBeans, Eclipse, and Visual Studio aimed at helping developers handle the above issues. However, the diversities of these tools cause additional burdens for developers, not to mention the vendor-lock-in problem.

The goal of this research is to reduce the complexities of adopting Web service technologies by providing a platform that has built-in Web service
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natures, requires no further integration, and keep the neutrality. The platform has the following characteristics:

1. The platform does not require developers to handle the protocol part themselves. Instead, developers simply inherit from a provided software module (in the current stage, the platform is implemented in Java, so developers have to extends from a provided Java class) and then the platform will automatically transform developer provided modules into Restful based Web services.

2. All input/output data will follow the JSON data formats and the platform provides libraries to help developers handle the encode and decode of JSON data. Due to the popularity of the JSON-format, this characteristic should not cause limitations.

3. The platform provides tools to manage global resources such as database connections so system resources can be effectively utilized and developers do not have to deal with resource management.

4. The platform itself integrates several industrial-standard technologies such as jQuery, Spring Framework, and Jersey, etc. The popularity and standardization of these technologies will reduce the risk of vendor-lock-in.

With these characteristics, the researchers believe the proposed platform will help in-experienced programmers and students manage the Web service technology. Besides, experienced developers will also benefit from the platform with its well integrated set of technologies since they can focus on the business logic part. In this research, we will at first give a detailed introduction to the functionality and architecture of the platform.

2 Related Works

The importance of the service oriented architecture (SOA) can never be overestimated. The definition of SOA is explained in detail in [2]. Web service standards are the central idea of SOA. In [3], Web services are defined as the integration technology preferred by organizations implementing service-oriented architectures. The adoption of SOA is extremely wide. Trkman and Kovačič discusses the phases of SOA adoption [4]. The research of Luthria and Rabhi [5] summarized factors influencing the adoption of SOA: the perceived value of SOA to the organization, the organizational strategy, organizational context or culture, organizational structure, potential implementation challenges, and given the current environment of increasingly stringent regulations and accountability requirements, the governance or the management of such technology. Among them, our research focuses on reducing the implementation challenges, especially for inexperienced developers and students. As stated in the work of Lopez, Casallas, and Villalobos, “providing environments where students go beyond learning some concepts and specific technologies to truly apprehend the complexity involved in SOA is a major challenge [6].” The work of Paik, Rabhi, Benatallah, and Davis designed a dedicated virtual teaching and learning space for students to learn SOA [7]. Spillner implemented SPACEflight, which is a versatile live demonstrator and teaching system for advanced service-oriented technologies [8]. Furthermore, it is proved that using Web services in introductory programming classes can enhance students’ learning performance [9]. In [10], a framework for measuring student learning gains and engagement in a Computer Science 1/Information Systems 1 programming course was described. The results of the research showed that adopting Web services is effective in student learning gains. In [11], how and why teaching modern web services is an important part of information systems curriculum, and how they can be introduced at introductory levels were discussed. According to the research result, Knowing the workings of Web APIs is quickly becoming a vital skill of programmers, tech entrepreneurs, and managers of any kind. The work of Jakimoski highlighted that in education systems, SOA can be adopted to reduce the complexity of integrating systems, but there is limited academic research work on the domain [12]. Frameworks such as Spring Framework provide similar functionality with regards to the creation of Web services. The uniqueness of the proposed framework is its simplicity. Most comparative frameworks are full-stack frameworks. For example, Spring Framework covers many aspects of the life cycle of a Web service such as controllers, interceptors, and dependency injection technologies, etc. The proposed framework is much simpler and covers only the execution, management, and input/output of Web services. The characteristic makes it much easier to integrate the proposed framework with other technologies. Note that this does not mean that WSRush lacks important features and imposes huge limitations on applications. WSRush is itself built based on Spring Framework, so it in fact can achieve every thing Spring Framework can achieve. Our point is, for circumstances in which developers don't need advanced functionality such as dependency injection, interceptors, and controllers, adopting WSRush will be a lean solution. A more comparative framework is JAX-WS. The framework is also a lightweight framework and covers only the Web service part. In fact, the current implementation of WSRush is built based on JAX-WS. The issue of JAX-WS is that it exposes too many details and offers too many degree
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of freedom to ordinary developers. For example, JAX-WS allows developers to specify output formats via the @Produce annotation while in most cases the JSON format is assumed. Frameworks such as Zend Framework and Ruby on Rails take a different approach. They focus more on the adoption of the MVC design pattern and they provide some very advanced model construction tools. They are usually regarded as full-stack frameworks that are intended to be used alone while WSRush is designed to allow easy integration with other technologies. Other frameworks, such as DeployR and Shiny, are special purpose frameworks. They are designed for integrating the R technology into Web applications while WSRush is a general purpose framework. Hayes et al. proposed a platform-as-a-service method for building Web services but only focused on healthcare [13].

3 WSRush Platform

The WSRush platform is a framework and tool set to make develop Web service based applications simpler. It has a core library which can be easily extended to address different environments and protocols, a framework which can used for implementing business logic for Web services, and some tools to simplify the design and deploy tasks. The platform consists of three layers: the core engine and service provider interface, the Web interface, and the Web service utilities. The core engine and service provider interface is the kernel of the platform. It handles the life cycle of the platform, manages the execution of services, and provides resource management utilities. Besides, this part includes application interfaces to allow extensions. The Web interface implements the HTTP and HTTPS processing layer. A version of Jersey, which is a widely adopted implementation of the Restful protocol, is deployed in this part. A Web service request will first be intercepted by the Web interface and then dispatched to the corresponding services registered in the core engine. Additionally, a Web service utilities layer is included. The layer provides utilities to be used by developers to configure and access the platform. A set of configuration files such as engines.xml for registering services and global Resources.xml for managing resources are included in this layer. Furthermore, some JavaScript modules are also included to assist developers.

The current version of WSRush is packaged as a standard Java Web application. To use it, simply deploy the package file (a standard zip file with the .war file extension) to a Java-enabled environment with JDK 7.0 or higher and a Java application server supporting Servlet 2.4 or higher. The current implementation of WSRush has been tested against Tomcat 7.0 and Glassfish 4.0, which are two certified Java application servers. After copying the WSRush package file to the application directory of the target application server, the file will be automatically unpackaged, and developers can start developing their applications based on the unpackaged Web application structure. Note that despite that WSRush itself is a Web application, this does not impose restrictions on the types of applications based on WSRush. As long as the Restful protocol is adhered, WSRush can be utilized in various types of applications.

The directory structure of WSRush is illustrated in the figure below:

![Figure 1. the directory structure of WSRush](image)

To deploy a Web service, one has to at first implement the Service interface, and then register the Web service in the engines.xml configuration file. The interface is shown in Figure 2. Note that developers are required to realize the specific application logic of their system only, the Web service protocol itself is handled by the platform.

![Figure 2. the Service interface](image)

The code snippets below demonstrates the implementation of a simple echo Web service:

```java
public class EchoService extends AbstractService{
  public void initServiceContextఈ
  }

  @Override
  public void initServiceContext()
  }

  @Override
  public ExecutionResult execute(ServiceRequestParameter parameter)
  }

  @Override
  public boolean isSessionRequired()
  }
```
As shown in the code snippets, developers has to extend from `AbstractService`, which handles the fundamental operations such as parameter marshaling and protocol decoding/encoding of a Web service, and then override the `execute` and `isAuthenticated Session Required` methods. In the `execute` method, developers implement the business logic. The `parameter` argument wraps the parameters in HTTP packets. The invocation of the `createExecution` method will create the return value adhering to the format defined by the `Service` interface.

In WSRush, executions of Web service instances are managed by engines. A engine is a software module provides the run time execution environment for its registered Web service instances. Three type of engines are pre-bundled in the package file of WSRush: the Simple Unsafe Engine Impl, the Simple Unsafe Scriptable Engine Impl, and the SimpleEngineImpl. Developers can implement engines for their own needs by implementing the `ilab.apprush.core.Engine` interface, but the pre-bundled engines should be enough in most circumstances. The SimpleUnsafeEngineImpl is the most simple one. As its name suggests, the type of engine imposes no security support. Hence, services registered with the type of engine is open to all requests provided that the network settings allows it. The Simple Unsafe Scriptable EngineImpl is similar with the Simple Unsafe Engine Impl with the difference that the type of engine supports script languages. As a result, developers can register script-based Web services with the type of engine. Although the execution of scripts is slower than compiled binaries, scripting-based Web services can be modified on-line and is usually easier to develop. The SimpleEngineImpl accepts both compiled and script based Web services and additionally provides security mechanisms. That is, user name and password can be set to restrict the access to services.

To invoke Web services, simply issue HTTP requests to WSRush instances. The endpoint of the requests is in the following form:

```
http://host/ws/dispatcher?namespace=namespace&localName=localName
```

host, namespace, and localName are parameters. Function parameters to be passed to Web services should be encoded as a JSON map and embedded into the POST packet to be sent. If the application relying on WSRush is a Web application, some JavaScript helper functions are shipped with WSRush to simplify the invocation process. In application.js, which is a JavaScript library included in WSRush, an `ApplicationClass` class is defined. The class provides a method

```
callAPI (namespace, localName, parameters, successCallback, failCallback)
```

for Web service invocation. Using the method, developers simply fill the required parameters, and the successCallback and failCallback will automatically be invoked when needed. Additionally, The method will handle the authentication part if the invoked Web service requires authentication. A very simplified example of utilizing the JavaScript method is shown below:

![a JavaScript example](http://example.com/js.png)

**Figure 3.** a JavaScript example

4 Design

WSRush is composed of three layers: the core engine and service provider interface, the Web interface, and the Web service utilities. The main considerations are extensibility and separation of concerns. The core engine and service provider interface defines most core functionalities. The Web interface layer deals with I/O between WSRush and clients via the HTTP protocol. The Web service utilities layer defines utility classes that can be used by other layers.

4.1 The Core Engine and Service Provider Interface Layer

The core engine and service provider interface layer provides the definition and implementation of core components. These core components form the basis of the WSRush platform and make the platform extensible and flexible. At this layer, no communication protocol is assumed. The design focuses on the management of services. To achieve this, two central concepts are `Engine` and `Service`. A `Service` is an implementation of a set of application logics. In most cases, if a developer is using a concrete implementation of WSRush, she/he only focuses on writing services. On the other hand, an `Engine` is responsible for providing an execution environment for services managed by it. Therefore, for developers who are extending WSRush or implementing their own version of WSRush, they have to deal with the engine part. The most fundamental methods of engines are defined in the `Engine` interface:

1. `init`: implement this method to initialize the engine
2. `start`: implement this method to handle the start up of the engine
3. `stop`: implement this method to handle the shutdown procedure of the engine
4. `executeService`: implement this method to handle
clients’ requests of executing services

Some abstract classes are included to simplify implementation and future extension. Figure 4 shows the class hierarchy of engine classes. As shown in Figure 4, there are various abstract engine classes to simplify the implementation. Among them, AbstractSimpleEngine and AbstractScriptableEngine are two major classes. Developers who want to extend the WSRush platform may want to start from these two classes. AbstractSimpleEngine defines how engine classes interact with service classes. It has an internal service map which maintains a list of registered services. Upon receiving a request, it dispatches the request to corresponding services according to the specified namespace and localName parameters. AbstractScriptableEngine extends AbstractSimpleEngine by incorporating script interpreters, the VMs.

Figure 4. the class diagram of engine classes

Some additional classes deserve explaining are VM, DaemonTask, and Context. VM implements the concept of a virtual computing machine. Implementations of AbstractScriptableEngine delegate their computation tasks to VMs. A VM wraps one or more scripting interpreters and provides a supporting infrastructure for these interpreters. Currently, JavaScript and Beanshell scripting languages are supported. With the design of VMs, developers can dynamically change the implementation of their services and perform hot deployment, which will further shorten the development cycle. The definition of VM has the following methods:

1. getVMType: return the scripting language supported
2. getRootFolder: return the root folder (the working directory) of the VM
3. executeScriptAsService: execute the service

Currently, DefaultJavaScriptVMImpl and DefaultBeanShellVMImpl are provided to support JavaScript and Beanshell respectively.

A DaemonTask is a background task that will be automatically managed by WSRush. Unlike traditional java.lang.Thread, which may be left in the system after the termination of the main program and lock some resources, a DaemonTask will automatically be terminated once the main program is finished. To implement a DaemonTask, one simply implements the interface ilab.apprush.core.daemon.DaemonTask or extends from the abstract class ilab.apprush.core.daemon.AbstractDaemonTask. Furthermore, unlike traditional java.lang.Thread, a DaemonTask can be shutdown programmatically. To start a DaemonTask, one has to invoke GlobalContext.requestDaemonExecution. Besides, a convenient function, GlobalContext.terminateDaemons is provided to shutdown all DaemonTask.

A Context encapsulates a set of environmental parameters. Services are executed by WSRush, and therefore, they have to acquire environment information such as working directory from WSRush. Three types of Contexts are defined: GlobalContext, EngineContext, and ServiceContext. From the context, it can obtain the directory structure relative to the root path (the deployed path) of the Service. Furthermore, it can acquire the corresponding EngineContext and GlobalContext from the ServiceContext. As their names suggest, EngineContext provides engine-wide information while GlobalContext provides global information. Additionally, by invoking the executeService method defined in all types of Contexts, a Service can even request the execution of other services, which will make code-reuse easier.

4.2 The Web Interface Layer

The Web interface layer handles HTTP and HTTPs requests. The current implementation of this layer assumes the adoption of the Java Servlet technology. The popularity of the technology makes the assumption reasonable. The core class in this layer is the ilab.apprush.core.services.system.DispatcherService class, which is a Restful endpoint implemented with Jersey. Jersey is the Java implementation of the Restful protocol and allows users to create Restful style Web services by simply annotating a Java class. In WSRush, Jersey is adopted for implementing the front controller of Services. That is, DispatcherService is responsible
for accepting Restful requests and wrap/unwrap parameters in incoming and outgoing packets. For convenience, *DispatcherService* accepts both GET and POST requests. Note that since WSRush is packaged as a software library, developers who need detailed control can simply extend *DispatcherService*. Original request objects will be wrapped into *Wrapped HttpRequest* objects to provide identical access methods for the two types of requests. To allow flexible configurations, this layer also assumes the adoption of the spring framework13. A sample configuration file is listed below:

```
<beans>
  <import resource="globalResources.xml"/>
  <import resource="engines.xml"/>
  <bean id="springConfigurator" class
    "ilab.apprush.core.configurator.SpringConfigurator">
    <property name="engineList">
      <list>
        <ref bean="simpleEngine1"/>
        <ref bean="simpleScriptableEngine1"/>
      </list>
    </property>
  </bean>
</beans>
```

In the configuration file, two engines, the *simpleEngine1* and the *simpleScriptableEngine1*, are loaded. By modifying the list, developers can decide the engines to be loaded into their WSRush instances. Furthermore, two additional configurations, the globalResources.xml and the engines.xml, are included. The former is used for configuring global resources such as connection pools while the latter is for configuring engines. An example of globalResources.xml is shown below:

```
<bean id="defaultdb" class="com.mysql.jdbc.PooledConnection">
  <property name="driverClass" value="com.mysql.jdbc.Driver"/>
  <property name="dbUrl" value="jdbc:mysql://localhost/ihwu?characterEncoding=UTF-8"/>
  <property name="initialPoolSize" value="5"/>
  <property name="minPoolSize" value="1"/>
  <property name="maxPoolSize" value="5"/>
  <property name="maxIdleTime" value="300"/>
  <property name="user" value="root"/>
  <property name="password" value="root"/>
</bean>
```

The file declares a connection pool named as *defaultdb* with some pooling configurations. The pool allows 5 concurrent database connections at max and will keep at least 1 connection stay in the pool.

4.3 The Web Service Utilities Layer

For developers that do not want to extend or modify the core of WSRush, they can simply deploy the packaged version of WSRush. By default, WSRush is most suitable for Web applications and a Web service utilities layer is implemented to simplify the adoption. In addition to the application.js module mentioned earlier, a dynamic configuration file is included. The file will automatically discover the IP address of WSRush server and thus can be used for obtaining the URL for the endpoint. With the dynamic configuration file, it will be easier to maintain a WSRush instance. The configuration file is only applicable for Web applications. To use the file, simply use the following statement:

```
<script src="/js/config.js.jsp" type="text/javascript"></script>
```

Furthermore, for Web applications, an authentication dialog will be generated automatically when needed. To use the feature, a Keystore instance has to be registered via the globalResource.xml configuration file. The *ilab.apprush.core.security.keystore.Keystore* interface declares methods for implementing a Keystore:

1. getKeay: given a (user name, password) pair, the method returns a temporarily valid key
2. invalidateKey: disable the specified key
3. verifyKey: check whether the specified key is valid or not

A simplified implementation of Keystore, the
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**Figure 5.** The activity diagram
ilab.apprush.core.security.keystore.SimpleKeystoreImp is included in WSRush. To use SimpleKeystoreImp, a static user account list is needed. The list can be registered in the globalResource.xml configuration file. An example is shown below:

```xml
<bean id="keystore" class="ilab.apprush.core.security.keystore.SimpleKeystoreImp">
  <property name="users">
    <list>
      <bean class="ilab.apprush.core.security.keystore.SimpleKeystoreUser">
        <property name="userId" value="user1"/>
        <property name="password" value="password1"/>
      </bean>
      <bean class="ilab.apprush.core.security.keystore.SimpleKeystoreUser">
        <property name="userId" value="user2"/>
        <property name="password" value="password2"/>
      </bean>
    </list>
  </property>
</bean>
```

Figure 6. A sample configuration file for Keystore within two months

Moreover, some Web based tools have been provided for administering a WSRush instance. To enter the administration page, users have to log into the following URL:

http://host:port/WSRush/admin

Then, the user will be requested to enter the administration username/password. After a successful login, the user will be redirected to an online file manager:

![Online file manager](image)

Figure 7. The online file manager of WSRush

Note the file manager is extended from an open source project named as jsp File Browser. With the file manager, users can edit script-based services online. The index page of the file manager lists the directory structure of script-based engines. By navigating into the corresponding folder, users can create/modify/delete/show script-based services for specific engines. The online editor is shown below:

4.4 The Composition of Web Services

In many cases, developers have to reuse or compose existing Web services to achieve their tasks. The current implementation of WSRush does not support automatic composition. However, manual composition is supported. In ilab.apprush.core.context.Context, a method:

```java
ExecutionResult executeService(String namespace, String localName, ServiceRequestParameter parameter)
```

is defined. Developers simply invoke the function to interact with other Web services registered in the same WSRush instance. Note that WSRush itself keeps a very lean design principle, so it can be integrated with other orchestration or choreography technologies such as BPEL.

5 Case Study

In this section, a case study is given to demonstrate the adoption of WSRush. The research team adopts WSRush in their own MOST project: “Cloud and Crowd Supported Math Learning in Computer Science.” In the project, we develop a method as well as an e-learning system based on cloud technologies and crowd intelligence to enhance students’ learning performance of math in computer science. As mentioned, we use WSRush to implement Web services to augment the OLAT learning management system. With WSRush, we can prototype the needed services quickly by using the beanshell and javascript scripting languages. Furthermore, team members don’t need to study full-stack Web service frameworks such as JAX-WS in advance. These characteristics result in faster development. First, for version control, we created a brached version of WSRush. Then, to load WSRush related objects, we add the default WSRush listener via the standard web.xml configuration file:

```xml
<listener>
  <listener-class>ilab.apprush.core.listener.DefaultStartupListener</listener-class>
</listener>
```

To prevent the need of redeploy the Services, script-based Services were preferred. On the other hand, there were still Services that will not be affected by experiments results, so static Services were used in such cases for performance. Additionally, we added two entries to globalResources.xml:
The former entry, the properties bean was used for specifying olat specific environment variables while the latter entry was used for registering a database connection pool to the olat database. Finally, we changed its Web application name to MathWS and deploy the resulting war file to a tomcat server.

We totally implemented 7 Web services. Among them, two are script-based and four are static. The following code snippets demonstrate a script-based service:

```java
public class EmotionSelectService extends AbstractService {
   // Constructor
   public EmotionSelectService() {
      super();
   }

   @Override
   public ServiceResult execute(ServiceRequestParameter parameter) {
      String emotion = parameter.getString İçeren "emotion";
      if (emotion != null) {
         String emotionValue = parameter.getString "emotion";
         return new ServiceResult(200, "success", emotionValue);
      }
      return new ServiceResult(400, "error", "emotion parameter required");
   }

   @Override
   public boolean isAuthenticatedSessionRequired() {
      return false;
   }
}
```

As shown in the code snippets, to implement a script-based service, developers have to complete two functions: execute and is Authenticated Session Required. The former defines the business logic of the service while the latter controls whether an authenticated session is required for accessing the service. In the execute function, VMContext plays a similar role with ServiceContext and Service Request Parameter is a wrapper of parameters passed by the program that invokes the service.

On the other hand, implementing a static service takes a very similar approach:

```java
public class StaticService extends AbstractService {
   // Constructor
   public StaticService() {
      super();
   }

   @Override
   public ServiceResult execute(ServiceRequestParameter parameter) {
      String parameterValue = parameter.getString "parameter";
      return new ServiceResult(200, "success", parameterValue);
   }

   @Override
   public boolean isAuthenticatedSessionRequired() {
      return false;
   }
}
```

In most cases, developers start by extending the AbstractService and override two function: execute and isAuthenticatedSessionRequired. With the help of WSRush, students joining the project created all the needed Web services within two months. Empirically, most students are not good at server-side programming, not to mention Web service programming. For comparison, a course for JAX-WS on udemy takes 12.5 hours\(^1\), which will be mapped to a 3-5 weeks course unit in universities.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this manuscript, a Web service ready application platform, the WSRush platform, is proposed. The platform provides some ready-to-use infrastructures to simplify the development of Web service applications. With the proposed platform, developers can concentrate on their application logic and simply leave the protocol handling and resource management tasks to WSRush. Furthermore, the platform is highly extensible, developers can customize WSRush to their needs by extending from the core classes.

The current implementation of WSRush is stable and usable. In the future, we will improve WSRush in the following ways:

1. Graphical user interface: the current version is packaged as a standard Web application, however, it stills lacks GUI for system configuration and management. In the next step, we will augment it with GUI to enhance its usability.
2. Further extend WSRush to support other usecases. For example, the research teach already has a plan to adopt WSRush to build a wrapper of Cordova, which is a very popular APP development framework.

\(1\) https://www.udemy.com/java-web-services/
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